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ABSTRACT

Abstract
Source separation is a common task in audio signal processing. In this thesis, we deal with
a special case of source separation in the field of music information retrieval, namely music
decomposition. Music recordings often consist of a superposition of different sound sources such
as different instruments or components of one instrument. The task in music decomposition
is to split a music recording into separated signals for the desired sources. In this thesis, we
decompose solo piano recordings into two source signals: the left hand signal typically containing
the accompaniment and the right hand signal typically containing the melody. That is, we want
to obtain separate audio tracks for the left and right hand from the same piano recording.
A long-known machine learning algorithm used for audio decomposition is nonnegative matrix
factorization (NMF). The basic idea behind this algorithm is to approximate a nonnegative
matrix by a product of two nonnegative matrices. In audio processing it is used to factorize a
spectrogram into a template matrix containing the frequency templates for the approximation
and an activation matrix containing the corresponding activation patterns over time. Using
multiplicative update rules for this algorithm speeds up the convergence and enables us to guide
the solution of the algorithm to be interpretable from a musical point of view.
In recent years, neural networks have been used to achieve state-of-the-art results in many tasks
in the areas of image and audio signal processing. This also holds for music information retrieval.
One possibility to perform spectrogram factorization using neural networks are nonnegative
autoencoders (NAEs), which are a neural network-based alternative to nonnegative audio models.
In previous work it has been shown that this algorithm can also be guided similar to NMF in
order to achieve comparable decomposition results which are musically meaningful.
In this thesis, we compare different NMF and NAE approaches by applying them to the piano
scenario and studying their convergence behavior. Additionally, we study the problem of a rising
loss value in the NMF approach with multiplicative updates. We give our own contribution to the
NAE approach by deriving multiplicative update rules for the network weights of the NAE and
show that these new update rules speed up the convergence of the network. Furthermore, they
simplify imposing constraints on the network weights. Finally, we show ideas for the initialization
of the encoder weights of the NAE and apply the NMF and NAE approaches to a bigger dataset.
v
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1. INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1

Introduction
Recordings of music performances often contain a mixture of different sources. For example,
if we consider the performance of a band, we have the singer as one source and the different
instruments like guitar, drums or bass as multiple additional sources. Other examples could be
the different voices in a choir recording or even the different components of one single instrument.
While the mixing of different sources plays an important role in music performances, the task of
audio decomposition is to revert this mixing process and create separated signals for the different
sources. This is needed in order to analyze or process the sources independent of one another.
As mentioned in [30], audio decomposition is the baseline for various music information retrieval
tasks like music transcription [32], singing voice extraction [7] or audio mosaicing [8]. In [30] the
decomposition of drum recordings into the different drum components is discussed. In this thesis,
we cover the application to piano recordings, where we want to separate the left hand typically
playing the accompaniment from the right hand typically playing the melody. This means we
want to extract separate signals for the left and the right hand from the same piano recording.
One algorithm which has been widely used in audio decomposition is nonnegative matrix
factorization (NMF). It tries to produce a low-rank approximation of a nonnegative matrix by
means of a product of two nonnegative matrices. Using this algorithm for music decomposition,
we can factorize a spectrogram into a set of frequency templates and the according activation
patterns over time. When using multiplicative updates [18] for the computation of the matrices
we speed up the convergence of the algorithm and can easily introduce score information into the
algorithm in order to achieve musically meaningful results, as shown for our scenario in [9]. We
can then use these results in combination with the annotation data to decompose the recording
into the desired separated signals for the two hands.
In recent years, neural networks produced outstanding results for applications as image recognition [15] or automatic speech recognition [13]. This is also the case in the area of music
information retrieval [3]. As shown in [28], we can use nonnegative autoencoders (NAEs) to
3
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learn nonnegative audio models comparable to matrix factorization. NAEs are autoencoder networks with additional nonnegativity constraints. If we additionally introduce musically informed
constraints into the network, as shown in [10] and [30], we can produce results similar to the
ones resulting from musically informed NMF. These results can then similarly by applied for the
separation of left and right hand in piano recordings. Advantages of these networks compared to
NMF are, e. g., the easier applicability to bigger datasets due to the smaller number of parameters
or the possibility to increase the complexity of the models by increasing the number of layers.
One disadvantage however is the slower convergence of the networks compared to NMF.
In this thesis, we apply NMF and NAEs to a music decomposition scenario, building upon
the results by Suárez in [30]. We apply their approach to a piano dataset and contribute our
own extensions to their work on this technique. The main contributions of this thesis are as
follows: we apply NMF to the piano scenario and investigate the convergence behavior of different
approaches. From this, we conclude that both the multiplicative updates and the musically
informed constraints speed up the convergence of the algorithm. We also observe that the
impact of the update rules on this speed-up is significantly higher than for the constraints.
Furthermore, we study the practically occurring problem of a rising loss value for NMF with
multiplicative updates and conclude that the problem is caused by values of zero or close to zero
in the initialization. Afterwards, we apply NAEs with additional musically informed constraints
to the piano scenario and study the convergence behavior. As our most important contribution,
we derive multiplicative update rules for the weights of the neural network inspired by the
multiplicative updates for NMF. We show that these new update rules have effects comparable to
the ones for NMF: they speed up the convergence of the network by a factor of ten and simplify
imposing constraints on the network weights. Building upon these new update rules, we also
propose possible informed initializations for the encoder weights. Furthermore, we apply the
approaches to a bigger dataset and see that using our multiplicative update rules yields promising
results compared to other NAE-based approaches. When jointly processing the whole dataset
at once, we experience some problems regarding the quality of the decomposition results for all
NMF and NAE approaches. We assume this to be caused by the differences in piano model and
tuning between the different examples of the dataset.

1.1

Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, we cover various aspects of NMF. We introduce the NMF algorithm and explain the
theory behind it in Section 2.1. Subsequently, we show how to apply it to the music decomposition
scenario in Section 2.2. Our own contributions are shown in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. In Section 2.3,
we discuss the convergence behavior of NMF and what components of the algorithm speed up
4
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the convergence the most. In Section 2.4, we investigate the problem of rising loss values which
occurred during our experiments.
We talk about the core topic of this thesis, namely neural networks, in Chapter 3. In Section 3.1,
we explain the theory behind NAEs and introduce the used network structure. Subsequently, we
show how to apply NAEs to music decomposition in Section 3.2. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 contain
our own contributions regarding this technique. In Section 3.3, we derive multiplicative update
rules for the neural network and discuss their properties and behavior. Building upon this, we
compare different initializations for the encoder weights in Section 3.4.
We cover the application of the algorithms to a bigger dataset in Chapter 4. We introduce the
used dataset in Section 4.1. Afterwards, we discuss the results for the different algorithms in
Section 4.2. Furthermore, we show the structure and contents of Jupyter notebooks provided
complementary to this report and talk about the quality of the audio results in Section 4.3.
Finally, we draw the conclusions of this thesis and give an outlook for future work in Chapter 5
and give details on the implementations of the different algorithms in Appendix A.

5
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Chapter 2

Nonnegative Matrix Factorization
(NMF)
Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) is a long-known technique for decomposing signals of
various kinds. In this thesis, we focus on audio signals, more specifically on music recordings.
However, NMF has also been applied to various other types of signals, such as images [12],
infrared [33] or astrophysical data [1].
This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 2.1, we explain the basic theory behind NMF as
well as the most common NMF algorithm. Subsequently, we show how NMF can be applied to
music decomposition in Section 2.2. Furthermore, we cover various aspects of the convergence
behavior of NMF in Section 2.3. Finally, we discuss the problem of the rising loss in Section 2.4.

2.1

Theoretic Foundations

In this section, we introduce the theoretic foundations of NMF, closely following Section 8.3.1
of [24].
The main idea behind NMF is to approximate a nonnegative matrix V by a product of two
matrices, W and H, which are also nonnegative. A matrix is called nonnegative, when all of its
entries are nonnegative, i. e., they are either zero or positive. W is commonly called the template
matrix, as it contains the basis vectors to represent the columns of V , and H the activation
matrix, as it contains the activations for the corresponding basis vectors. Usually, these matrices
are of smaller size than the original matrix. Therefore, NMF can in this case also be seen as a
compressed representation of the original input matrix.
7
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2.1.1

Mathematical Definition

We want to approximate a nonnegative matrix V ∈ RK×N
≥0 , consisting of N K-dimensional
columns, by a factorization into W ∈ RK×R
and H ∈ RR×N
≥0
≥0 :
V ≈ W H.

(2.1)

The value R defines the rank of the approximation and is typically lower than both K and N .
This rank defines the number of templates (i. e. columns of W ) to be trained during NMF. To get
an intuition for the mathematical formulation of NMF, we can look at the column-wise definition:

v ≈ W h.

(2.2)

Here, v denotes the n-th column of V and h the n-th column of H. We see, that v is approximated
by a weighted sum over the columns of W , where the weights are given by the respective entries in
h. Due to the nonnegativity constraints for the entries of W and h, there are no cross-cancellation
effects between the templates when performing the sum. Therefore, the superposition of them is
purely constructive. The approximation of the matrix V is from now on also referred to as V̂ in
this thesis. In the case of NMF, it is defined as:

V̂ := W H.

(2.3)

After introducing the NMF-based factorization of the input matrix V , we are now going to
formulate NMF as an optimization problem. First of all, we have to define a cost function, which
we want to optimize:

2

L(V, V̂ ) = ||V − V̂ || :=

K X
N
X

(Vkn − V̂kn )2 .

(2.4)

k=1 n=1

This function is also known as the squared Euclidean distance in the K × N -dimensional space.
Thus, we measure the quality of the approximation by means of the distance with respect to
the true matrix V . When the distance between V and V̂ is small, the approximation V̂ is more
similar to the original V . This function is referred to as the cost or the loss function in this
thesis. Note that other popular choices are the Kullback-Leibler divergence [6], the Itakura-Saito
divergence [19] or the more generalized β-divergence [11]. However, we only focus on the squared
Euclidean distance in this thesis.
8
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To get an approximation close to the original V we need to minimize this cost function. We can
rewrite the cost function as

L(W, H) = ||V − W H||2 .

(2.5)

Here, V is our fixed input and W and H are our variables to optimize. Thus, we can write the
NMF problem as

min

R×N
W ∈RK×R
≥0 ,H∈R≥0

2.1.2

L(W, H).

(2.6)

Gradient Descent

One possibility to find a (locally) optimal solution to Problem (2.6) is the use of the gradient
descent algorithm. The idea behind this is to tweak the optimizable parameters towards the
direction of the steepest descent of the loss function. This direction is found by taking the
negative gradient of said function w.r.t. the weights we want to change. Furthermore, the step
size is usually regulated by a parameter γ ≥ 0. This parameter will be referred to as the learning
rate throughout this thesis. The update rules for W and H are therefore given by

W (`+1) = W (`) − γ ·

∂L(W, H)
∂W

(2.7)

H (`+1) = H (`) − γ ·

∂L(W, H)
,
∂H

(2.8)

and

where ` denotes the index of the iteration. In order to calculate the gradient, we first rewrite the
loss function as an explicit function of the coefficients of the matrices W and H:

2

L(W, H) = ||V − V̂ || =

K X
N
X

2

(Vkn − V̂kn ) =

k=1 n=1

K X
N
X
k=1 n=1

Vkn −

R
X

!2
Wkr Hrn

(2.9)

r=1

For the calculation of the gradient for a specific coefficient Hρν , we calculate the derivative of
the loss function with respect to this coefficient:
9
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∂L
∂Hρν

∂


PK PN
k=1

n=1

=
∂
=
=
=
=
=


PK 
k=1



Vkν

Vkn −

PR

r=1 Wkr Hrn

2 
(2.10)

∂Hρν
2 
PR
− r=1 Wkr Hrν

(2.11)

∂Hρν

PK 
PR
2
V
−
W
H
kν
k=1
r=1 kr rν · (−Wkρ )

P P
PK
K
R
W
V
W
W
H
−
2
k=1 kρ kν
k=1 kρ kr rν
r=1
P P


PK
R
K
>V
>W
2
W
W
H
−
rν
k=1 ρk kν
r=1
k=1 ρk kr

>
>
2 (W W H)ρν − (W V )ρν

(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)

We start with (2.10), based on (2.9). Next, we derive (2.11) by using the fact that the derivative
is zero for all summands not depending on ν (and therefore also not on Hρν ). Then, we apply the
chain rule for derivatives to obtain (2.12). Subsequently, we use the transpose matrix W > and
rearrangements of the sums to arrive at the matrix-based formulation of the gradient in (2.15).
Finally, for a fixed value of matrix W , we can formulate the gradient descent update rule for the
elements of matrix H as

(`+1)
(`)
(`)
Hrn
= Hrn
− γrn
·



W > W H (`)



− W >V
rn

 
rn

,

(2.16)
(`)

where H (0) ∈ RR×N denotes the initialization of H. Note that we choose the step size γrn to be
dependent on the iteration ` and the indices r and n of the matrix entry. Therefore, (2.16) is
a more generalized formulation of the gradient descent update rule. Furthermore, we omit the
factor 2 occurring in (2.15) in the following as it can be removed by either including it in the
learning rate or adding a factor of

1
2

to the loss function.

By performing similar derivations for the entries of matrix W , which we omit for the sake of
brevity, we can analogously formulate the update rule for W as
(`+1)

Wkr

(`)

(`)

= Wkr − γkr ·



W (`) HH >



− V H>
kr

 
kr

,

(2.17)

where W (0) ∈ RK×R is the initialization of matrix W .
In order to update both matrices W and H with these update rules, we choose to use an
alternating procedure. For each iteration `, we first fix matrix W and update matrix H using
(2.16). Then, we switch the roles and update W using (2.17). We repeat these steps for all
iterations ` = 0, 1, 2, ..., L − 1, where L ∈ N is the total number of iterations. Our goal is that

10
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the matrices converge to a globally optimal solution.
There are still some problems with this procedure. First, we have to experimentally find suitable
(`)

(`)

learning rates γrn and γkr . This is typically done by choosing small positive values which are
constant for all iterations and matrix entries.
Second, even when choosing nonnegative initializations H (0) and W (0) , we cannot guarantee that
our updates will not result in negative entries for the matrices W (`) and H (`) . This is a problem
as W and H in the original NMF Problem (2.6) are constrained to be nonnegative. In this
thesis, we solve this problem by using a projected gradient method [20]. In each iteration, after
calculating the updated matrices, we set all negative entries to zero. By doing so, we project the
entries back to the nonnegative space.
Third, we cannot ensure to find the globally optimal solution. The cost function is not jointly
convex and therefore, the algorithm may only end up in a local minimum. These locally optimal
solutions are not unique as the approximation V̂ is invariant to scaling of the decomposition
factors. Furthermore, the estimated solution heavily depends on the initialization.

2.1.3

Multiplicative Update Rules
(`)

(`)

In [18], Lee and Seung proposed choices for the learning rates γrn and γkr . The idea is to set the
learning rates such that the additive updates become multiplicative ones. For this, the learning
rate for matrix H is set to
(`)

(`)
γrn

Hrn
 ,
=
>
W W H (`) rn

(2.18)

which results, when inserted into (2.16), in the new update rule

(`+1)
Hrn

=

(`)
Hrn

W >V

·


rn

W > W H (`)

.

(2.19)

rn

Analogously, we can define a learning rate
(`)

(`)

γkr =

Wkr

W (`) HH > kr

(2.20)

for matrix W , insert it into (2.17) and arrive at the update rule

(`+1)
Wkr

=

(`)
Wkr

·

11

V H>


kr

W (`) HH >

.

(2.21)

kr
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Algorithm: NMF (V ≈ W H)
Nonnegative matrix V of size K × N
Rank parameter R ∈ N
Number of iterations L ∈ N
Output: Nonnegative template matrix W of size K × R
Nonnegative activation matrix H of size R × N

Input:

Procedure: Define nonnegative matrices W (0) and H (0) by some random
or informed initialization. Furthermore set ` = 0. Apply the following
update rules (written in matrix notation):

(1)
H (`+1) = H (`)
((W (`) )> V ) ((W (`) )> W (`) H (`) + ε)

(2)
W (`+1) = W (`)
(V (H (`+1) )> ) (W (`) H (`+1) (H (`+1) )> + ε)
(3)

Increase ` by one.

Repeat the steps (1) to (3) until ` = L. Finally, set H = H (L) and
W = W (L) .

Table 2.1: Iterative algorithm for learning an NMF decomposition. The multiplicative update
rules are given in matrix notation, where the operator denotes pointwise multiplication and
the operator pointwise division.

These new update rules solve two problems mentioned in Section 2.1.2. First, we do not have
to experimentally choose learning rates, as we implicitly choose them to be (2.18) and (2.20)
by using the multiplicative update rules. Second, when initializing the matrices W and H with
nonnegative values only, the multiplicative update rules ensure that the nonnegativity constraint
will not be violated, as the product of nonnegative numbers always results in nonnegative values.
The third problem however is not solved by these new update rules as the solution still does not
need to be globally optimal.
Even though these new update rules may at first not seem very intuitive, Lee and Seung show in
their paper [18] that the loss function (2.5) is nonincreasing for each update of W and H when
using the update rules (2.19) and (2.21). They typically converge to a stationary point and show
a faster convergence speed than other approaches like the additive updates in (2.16) and (2.17).
We study the convergence behavior of NMF in more detail in Section 2.3.
The NMF algorithm which we use the most in this thesis is described in Table 2.1. We use
the multiplicative update rules (2.19) and (2.21) to update the matrix weights. Note that due
to the special form of the update equations, the updates of the weights for one matrix can be
computed by one single computation. We add a machine epsilon ε of 10−7 in the denominators
of the update rules in order to avoid divisions by zero. Furthermore, we use a fixed number of
iterations L as the stopping criterion.
12
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: Piano decomposition example: (a) Symbolic representations, (b) Audio representation
and decomposition into isolated note signals (red, yellow, blue and green) and residual signal
(black) (Figure taken from [24]).

2.2

Application to Music Decomposition

In this section, we discuss the application of NMF to the scenario covered in this thesis and
explain important musical and mathematical basics for later sections. We closely follow [9] as
well as Sections 8.3.2 and 8.3.3 of [24].
The task in this thesis is the decomposition of music recordings. Music recordings and many
other audio signals often contain a superposition of multiple sound sources. For the musical
scenario, these sound sources may be different singers, instruments or even different components
of one instrument. In this thesis, we work with piano recordings, where the sources are the left
and the right hand of the pianist.
One common assumption is the applicability of a linear signal model. This means that we assume
a digital audio signal x ∈ RM of length M ∈ N consisting of S ∈ N sources can be written as

x=

S
X

xs + e.

(2.22)

s=1

The isolated signal for source s is denoted by xs ∈ RM and e ∈ RM denotes the residual component
typically capturing undesired sources like background noise. This principle is illustrated in Figure
2.1. The example shows a short excerpt of a piano piece containing four notes. Figure 2.1a shows
13
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the symbolic representations, given by the score and the corresponding piano-roll representation.
Figure 2.1b shows the according audio signal and its decomposition into the isolated signals for
the four notes and the remaining residual signal. Note that this example has one key difference
compared to the task we try to solve in this thesis: this example models every note as a separate
source, whereas we model all notes played by the left hand as one and the notes played by the
right hand as the other source. Therefore, we have two sources in total in our scenario instead of
one source per note like we have in this example.
In order to use NMF for the decomposition of audio recordings, we need to convert the audio
signal x into a nonnegative matrix-based representation. Therefore, we represent our signals by
their magnitude spectrograms in this thesis. We compute the Short-Time Fourier Transform
(STFT) X of x and subsequently compute the magnitude spectrogram V as

V := |X |> .

(2.23)

For further details on the STFT we refer to [24]. The size K × N of matrix V depends on the
parameters chosen for the computation of the STFT. In our experiments we use a sampling
rate of 22050 Hz, a window length of 4096 and a hop size of 1024, thus resulting in a frequency
resolution of 5.38 Hz and a time resolution of 46.44 msec. As the upper half of the frequency
bins contains redundant information, we only use the lower half for our representation. This
results in our parameter K to be fixed to K = 2049. The parameter N is dependent on the
example as it depends on the length of the audio signal. The rank parameter R is typically chosen
such that it corresponds to the number of pitches present in the recording. For the example
from Figure 2.1, this means that R would be chosen to R = 4. The idea behind this is to have
one frequency template for each pitch. However, with random initializations for W and H, the
learned decomposition is typically not that interpretable. A solution to this is shown in Section
2.2.1.

14
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(a)

(c)
(b)

Figure 2.2: Representations of the running example: (a) Score, (b) Piano roll, (c) Magnitude
spectrogram (Figures (a) and (b) taken from [24]).

In the following, we introduce the running example that we use throughout this thesis. It is a
10 second excerpt of the beginning of a performance of Chopin’s Prélude Op. 28, No. 4. The
according representations are shown in Figure 2.2. Figure 2.2a shows the score information for
this example and Figure 2.2b the symbolic representation after converting it to a piano roll.
Figure 2.2c shows the magnitude spectrogram resulting from the parameters mentioned before.
Note that we use the whole frequency range with K = 2049 for our computations but only
show the frequency range up to 1500 Hz for most of the figures as this range contains the most
significant frequency components. This short example will be used as the standard application
for the remainder of this chapter as well as for Chapters 3 and 4.
As can be seen, there are eight different pitches active in this example. Therefore, we choose
the rank of our approximation to be R = 8 and initialize the matrices W and H as random
nonnegative matrices of the according dimensions. We fix the number of iterations to be L = 100.
The resulting matrices are shown in Figure 2.3 and we see that both the templates and the
activations show a rather random behavior. These results yield a good approximation of matrix
V but are not easily interpretable. We would rather desire some harmonic structures in matrix
W and piano roll-like behavior comparable to Figure 2.2b for matrix H.
15
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: NMF-based decomposition with random initialization: (a) Initializations and input
matrix V , (b) Resulting approximation.

2.2.1

Musically Informed NMF

As we just showed, randomly initializing the matrices of the NMF factorization does not yield
interpretable templates. One solution to this was introduced in [9]. The basic idea is to use
the score information to impose additional musically informed constraints on W and H. For
both matrices, the constraints are based on enforcing certain areas of the matrices to be zero.
This can easily be done through the initialization when using the multiplicative update rules
(2.19) and (2.21). Initializing an entry of W or H by zero results in this entry remaining at zero
throughout the entire optimization process as even multiplying an entry of zero by a positive
value will still result in zero.

2.2.1.1

Template Constraints

Harmonic signals have a very specific and sparse representation in the frequency domain. Let us
consider a single MIDI pitch p. The frequency for this pitch for a 440 Hz tuning is given by

Fpitch (p) = 2(p−69)/12 · 440 Hz.
16
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: NMF-based decomposition with informed initialization for W : (a) Initializations and
input matrix V , (b) Resulting approximation.

A piano recording containing only this pitch should typically only contain positive entries in
its spectrogram at the harmonics h · Fpitch (p) for h ∈ N. Therefore, the approach used in this
thesis is to only initialize these frequency bins (plus some tolerance area to account for tuning
deviations) of the template for pitch p in matrix W by a value 1/h. All remaining entries are
initialized by zero.
The initialization matrix for imposing informed constraints on W as well as the resulting
approximation after 100 iterations can be seen in Figure 2.4. It can be seen that the templates
in matrix W behave as desired, i. e., each template corresponds to the harmonics for one single
pitch. However, there still are problems concerning the activations in H: there are positive
activation values for time frames, when the notes are not played according to the annotations.
One example for this can be seen for MIDI pitch 59, where we have undesired activations after
the time stamp of seven seconds.

2.2.1.2

Activation Constraints

In order to overcome the problem of undesired activity of templates, we also impose constraints on
the activation matrix H. Once again, we use the information from the annotation data. By using
time-aligned score information, we know when which note is played in the recording. Therefore,
17
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: NMF-based decomposition with informed initialization for W and H: (a) Initializations and input matrix V , (b) Resulting approximation.

we can constrain when which pitch template should be active. Accordingly, we initialize those
entries of H with one which we expect to contain activity according to the annotation (plus some
tolerance to account for synchronization errors). All other entries are initialized by zero to avoid
activities in undesired time frames.
The according initialization and resulting factorization, once again after 100 iterations, are plotted
in Figure 2.5. It can be seen that we successfully removed the unwanted activations, e. g. for
MIDI pitch 59 after the time stamp of seven seconds, compared to Figure 2.4. However, there are
some time frames where several templates show unexpectedly high simultaneous activations. An
example for this can again be seen for MIDI pitch 59. After the time stamp of six seconds, there
are no more onsets for this pitch according to the annotation. However, there is still a high peak
at the end of the unconstrained area of the activation pattern for this pitch template. This effect
can be explained by the fact that playing a note on the piano does not only result in harmonic
frequency components but also a noise-like transient component at the beginning of the note.
This is also called onset and results from the hammers hitting the strings. As all the templates
only contain sparse harmonic frequency content, there is no model for the transient component
which activates a wide frequency range. Therefore, NMF tries to cover this by activating as
many frequencies as possible through simultaneous activation of various harmonic templates.
18
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6: NMF-based decomposition including onset information: (a) Initializations and input
matrix V , (b) Resulting approximation.

2.2.1.3

Onset Models

A way to avoid the coverage of onsets by the simultaneous activity of multiple templates is to
use additional models for the onset components of the pitches. Therefore, we have to slightly
change our matrices W and H. We adjust the rank of the approximation to now be two times
the number of pitches present in the audio recording. The template matrix now contains two
columns per pitch: one for the harmonic component, that we introduced in Section 2.2.1.1, and
one additional column for the noise-like onset model. As we do not expect any specific harmonic
behavior from these templates, we initialize all frequency bins by a constant value. We use a
value of 0.1 in this thesis. The activation matrix now similarly contains two rows per pitch. The
rows corresponding to the harmonic templates remain unchanged compared to Section 2.2.1.2.
For the rows corresponding to the onset templates, we only initialize a tolerance area around the
beginnings of note events by one, as these are the time frames where we want the onset templates
to be active.
The resulting initialization and approximation matrices are shown in Figure 2.6. The results
are as expected, with the activation matrix now only showing decaying activities at the desired
time frames. The high activation peak after the time stamp of six seconds for the harmonic
template of MIDI pitch 59 is gone as the onset for the other MIDI pitches is now modeled by
19
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their respective onset templates. Furthermore, we see that the onset templates do not show any
harmonic behavior, but do still differ for different pitches regarding their frequency content.
As this initialization scheme shows the most desirable and interpretable results, we use it as the
standard initialization for NMF in the remainder of this thesis, unless stated otherwise. We refer
to it as the musically informed initialization.

2.2.2

NMF-based Audio Decomposition

As we now have introduced a method to use musical information to guide the NMF algorithm,
we show in this section how to use the resulting factorization to decompose music recordings.
Therefore, we use the running example and separate the left hand signal from the one for the
right hand. For this, we use annotation data where for each note event we do not only have
information about pitch, beginning time and ending time, but also about which hand plays the
note.
We start with the factorization resulting from musically informed NMF. The rows of the
activation matrix tell us the estimated activity of the different templates over time. As each
of these templates refers to one single pitch, we can use the annotation information to split
the activation matrix H into one matrix H L containing the activations caused by the left hand
and a respective matrix H R for the right hand. This is done by applying a binary mask to the
activation matrix. This mask is basically a separated version of the informed initialization of H.
Using the separated activation matrices and the estimated templates from matrix W , we can
approximate the reconstructed spectrograms for the left and the right hand signal by W H L and
W H R , respectively. We then compute spectral soft-masks for both components by computing
the relative fraction of their contribution to the different time-frequency bins of the approximated
total spectrogram:


M L/R = W H L/R

(W H + ε) .

(2.25)

The constant ε is once again a machine epsilon to avoid division by zero and

again denotes

the pointwise division.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7: Split activation matrices, reconstructed spectrograms and spectral masks for separation of left and right hand: (a) Left hand, (b) Right hand.
The separated activation matrices as well as the resulting reconstructed spectrograms and spectral
masks for both of the components are shown in Figure 2.7. We see that for the beginning of
the excerpt, only the right hand is active. Furthermore, the left hand covers a bigger range of
frequencies as more notes are played simultaneously by the accompaniment, which can also be
seen in the score in Figure 2.2a.
Using these masks we can reconstruct the STFTs for the two components. For this, we simply
apply the spectral masks by pointwise multiplication to the STFT X of the original audio
signal. In order to convert these STFTs to audio signals for the separated sources, we use an
approximation of the inverse of the STFT algorithm (for more details see Section 8.1.2.2 of [24]).
We use this pipeline for the separation and reconstruction of the left and right hand signals for
all the decomposition approaches used in the remainder of this thesis.
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Figure 2.8: Loss curves for four NMF approaches.

2.3

Convergence of NMF

In the previous sections of this chapter, we showed how the NMF algorithm works and how to
use it for music decomposition. In this section, we want to do a more in-depth study of the
convergence behavior of different NMF algorithms. We want to compare on the one hand the
effect of multiplicative versus additive updates and on the other hand the differences caused
by using musically constrained instead of randomly initialized NMF. Therefore, we compare
different metrics when applying all four possible combinations to the running example. For the
additive NMF approaches, we use a constant learning rate of γ = 10−4 . Many of the metrics
introduced in this section are also used in later parts of this thesis.

2.3.1

Loss Curves

One of the most used metrics to investigate the convergence of algorithms, especially in deep
learning scenarios, is the loss curve. In this thesis we only use one loss function, namely the
squared Euclidean distance defined in Equation (2.4). It is the measure we want to minimize
with our algorithms. Therefore, it may be an indicator for how fast and how good of a minimum
our approach is able to find. The loss curves for the four approaches are plotted for the running
example in Figure 2.8. Note that we compute a new loss value after every update of W and
H, respectively, and that the loss value at iteration 0.5 shows the loss resulting from using
the initial values of W and H for the approximation of V . For the additive updates, we may
encounter negative matrix entries after updating the matrices. In order to solve this problem,
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we set negative matrix entries to zero. Also note that we use the terms epoch and iteration
interchangeably in this thesis. We can see that the multiplicative update rules show a faster
convergence than the additive ones. Furthermore, the musically informed initialization seems
to further speed up the optimization process as it already starts with a rough direction for
the desired solution. This can also be seen in the initial loss values: the informed approaches
start at a lower loss than the random approaches as the informed initialization already gives a
rough approximation of the original matrix V . However, the effect on the convergence speed
is not as strong as the one of the multiplicative updates. Another interesting result can be
seen by comparing the two curves for the multiplicative update rules. Even though the random
initialization takes longer to converge to a solution, it results in a smaller loss value. This
can be explained by the fact that the optimization is not as constrained as for the musically
informed initialization. For the convergence of the loss function, we can conclude that the high
convergence speed is mostly achieved by the multiplicative update rules, while the musically
informed initialization yields an also significant but comparably small speed-up.
When observing the curve for the combination of multiplicative update rules and musically
informed initialization in Figure 2.8, we see that the loss seems to be mostly converged after
one or at most ten iterations. In order to investigate the number of iterations needed for a good
decomposition result we show the approximations for different numbers of iterations in Figure
2.9. We see that the results after only one iteration already look similar to the ones for a higher
number of iterations but still need further refinement. The results for ten and 100 iterations
however look almost equal. This is also reflected in the separation results. When listening to
the audio signals, the results after one iteration still show a quite high amount of leakage. The
results for ten and 100 iterations sound equally well with a low level of leakage.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.9: NMF-based decomposition using multiplicative update rules and musically informed
initialization for different numbers of iterations: (a) Initialization and input matrix V , (b) 1
iteration, (c) 10 iterations, (d) 100 iterations.
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2.3.2

Cauchy Errors

Another often used metric for studying convergence behavior are Cauchy errors. They measure
the changes of weights between iterations by computing the Euclidean distance between the
weight matrices for two subsequent iterations:

CW (`) = W (`) − W (`−1) .

(2.26)

Therefore, the lower this metric, the smaller the changes to the optimizable weights, which means
the algorithm seems to be converging to a solution. The same metric can analogously be applied
to matrix H.
The resulting Cauchy errors are shown in Figure 2.10 for matrix W and for matrix H in Figure
2.11. We can see that the multiplicative updates show mostly monotonically decreasing Cauchy
errors. The additive update rules show rather fluctuating, but still slightly decreasing Cauchy
errors. Note that the differences in orders of magnitude between the curves for the Cauchy
errors of one matrix are caused by the fact that we do not use any normalization during the
optimization procedure. As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, the solutions to the NMF are not unique.
The approximation is not affected by scaling of the factors as a scaling of a template by a certain
factor results in the same approximation V̂ when the corresponding activation pattern is scaled
by the inverse of the factor. Therefore, the corresponding differences in orders of magnitude
between the curves for matrix W are reversed for the differences between the curves for matrix
H.
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Figure 2.10: Cauchy errors for matrix W for four NMF approaches.

Figure 2.11: Cauchy errors for matrix H for four NMF approaches.

Furthermore, we can also apply this measure to the approximation W H. To do so, we calculate
the difference between complete iterations, i. e., after both W and H have been updated:

CW H (`) = W (`) H (`) − W (`−1) H (`−1) .
26
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Figure 2.12: Cauchy errors for matrix W H for four NMF approaches.
The resulting curves are plotted in Figure 2.12. The Cauchy errors show similar behavior as
in Figures 2.10 and 2.11. Additionally, the curves do not show any differences in orders of
magnitude as matrix W H is not affected by any normalization of the factors.

2.3.3

Learning Rates

As we showed in Section 2.1.3, the multiplicative update rules can also be interpreted as additive
update rules with adaptive learning rates. Therefore, we can investigate the behavior of these
learning rates throughout the iterations of the algorithm. In order to compress the learning rate
for one complete matrix into one single number per iteration, we arrange the learning rates as
a matrix and calculate its l2 -norm. Using Equation (2.20) we can calculate the norm of the
learning rate for matrix W as
v
uK R 
uX X (`) 2
γW (`) = t
γkr .

(2.28)

k=1 r=1

The computation of the learning rate for matrix H can be done analogously. For the case of a
(`)

constant learning rate γkr/rn = γ, this norm is simply a scaled version of the constant learning:
√
γW (`) = γ · KR.
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Figure 2.13: Learning rates for matrix W for four NMF approaches.

Figure 2.14: Learning rates for matrix H for four NMF approaches.

The learning rates for the different scenarios are shown in Figures 2.13 and 2.14 for matrices W
and H, respectively. Note that the curves are again differing in orders of magnitude because we
apply no normalization. We observe a decay of the learning rates during the first iterations of the
multiplicative update rules. Furthermore, there seems to be a slight increase at later iterations.
But mostly, there are no bigger changes of the learning rate throughout the optimization as
there would be when applying learning rate decay, which is a common practice in deep learning.
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Therefore, we can conclude that the fast convergence of the multiplicative update rules does not
result from a continuous decay of the average learning rate. It thus seems that it is rather caused
by having different learning rates for the individual matrix entries.

2.3.4

Update Step Behavior

After investigating how well the different approaches converge, we want to try to investigate
what happens when the algorithm finds a minimum. Does it oscillate around it or always move
in the same direction with decreasing step sizes? And how many updates above some significant
threshold do we encounter in each iteration?
In order to find out whether the algorithm oscillates around a minimum, we will investigate the
number of sign changes of the gradients. This means, for the case of matrix W , we count for
each iteration the number of entries where




(`+1)
(`)
(`)
(`−1)
= −1.
sign Wkr
− Wkr · sign Wkr − Wkr

(2.29)

Here, the sign-function yields a value of one for positive numbers and a value of negative one for
negative numbers. For a value of zero, we define it to be zero. Therefore, we count the entries
where the value is increased in one and decreased in the next step, or vice-versa.
We show the resulting curves for the template and activation matrix in Figures 2.15 and 2.16,
respectively. We see that for matrix W , the number of sign changes is higher for multiplicative
than for additive update rules. For matrix H the numbers are roughly in the same range for
all approaches. Note that there is a vertical line in the red curve in Figure 2.16, because there
were no sign changes for matrix H for the additive approach with random initialization before
iteration three. However, the number of sign changes decreases faster for the multiplicative
updates for both matrices. Finally, for all approaches and both matrices, we can see that only
the gradients w.r.t. about 1% of the entries experience sign changes, from which we can conclude
that the solutions converge mostly smoothly to the minimum rather than oscillating around it.
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Figure 2.15: Sign changes for gradients w.r.t. matrix W for four NMF approaches.

Figure 2.16: Sign changes for gradients w.r.t. matrix H for four NMF approaches.

Another possibility to investigate the behavior of the update steps is to set a threshold α and
count the number of entries, where
(`+1)

Wkr

(`)

− Wkr > α.
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Figure 2.17: Updates of W above 0.01 for four NMF approaches.

Figure 2.18: Updates of H above 0.01 for four NMF approaches.

This measure is related to the Cauchy error in (2.26), as the Cauchy error directly measures the
size of the updates, whereas the number of updates above a certain threshold is a more indirect
measure.
We choose an exemplary threshold of α = 0.01 and plot the according curves for W and H in
Figures 2.17 and 2.18, respectively. We see that the multiplicative updates once again yield
more monotonically decreasing curves than the additive update rules. Note that the order of
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Figure 2.19: Loss curve for multiplicative updates and informed initialization, the red box
indicates the part of the curve plotted in Figure 2.20.
magnitude of these curves, just as the Cauchy errors in Section 2.3.2, may vary due to the fact
that no normalization was applied.

2.4

Rising Loss

When performing our NMF-related experiments, we encountered a problem concerning the loss
function. As mentioned in Section 2.1.3, Lee and Seung prove in [18] that using the multiplicative
update rules results in a non-increasing loss function (2.5). However, when using the multiplicative
update rules in combination with musically informed initialization, we observe a rise of the loss
function. This happens after 200 to 300 iterations. The loss curve for the running example is
shown in Figure 2.19. The part of the curve where a rise of the loss value occurs is marked by a
red box.
Figure 2.20 shows the rise of the loss function slightly after 200 iterations. Furthermore, the loss
also rises within one iteration when updating only one of the matrices as shown in Figure 2.21.
Both of these effects should theoretically not occur. However, we could observe it for various
examples. This section explains what we expect to be the cause of the problem and how we
reach this conclusion.
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Figure 2.20: Rising loss for multiplicative updates and informed initialization (zoomed in), the
red box indicates the part of the curve plotted in Figure 2.21.

Figure 2.21: Rising loss for multiplicative updates and informed initialization (further zoomed
in).
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Figure 2.22: Loss curves for different initializations and values of ε, the red box indicates the
part of the curves plotted in Figure 2.23. The curves for the same initialization lie exactly on
top of each other.

Figure 2.23: Rising loss for informed initialization and different values of ε. The curves lie exactly
on top of each other.
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H informed
H random

W informed
Rise
Rise

W random
Rise
No rise

Table 2.2: Rising loss occurrences for different initializations of W and H.

2.4.1

Numerical Instabilities

As the problem is that there occurs a difference between the theoretically proven and practically
occurring behavior of the algorithm, our first intuition is that some numerical inaccuracies have
to be the reason. However, investigating the numerators and denominators of the multiplicative
update factors shows that the orders of magnitude of the values are in a range between 10−4 and
104 . Therefore, problems with under- or overflow can be ruled out.
Our next idea is to investigate the difference between our update equations and the ones defined
in [18], which is the additional machine epsilon ε in the denominator. Therefore, we compare the
loss curves for our implementation and the alternative case, where we set ε = 0. By this, we
risk a possible division by zero. However, the problem did not occur during our experiments.
The resulting curves for informed and random initialization are shown in Figure 2.22. However,
we can see that the machine epsilon does not make a difference as the curves for the same
initializations lie exactly on top of each other. Therefore, the rise of the loss after 200 iterations,
that we already saw in Figure 2.21, is still occurring for ε = 0 and shown in Figure 2.23.

2.4.2

Matrix Initializations

As the problem seems to not be caused by the implementation of the update rules, the remaining
possible cause are the initializations of the matrices W and H. Therefore, we experiment with
various options for the initial values in order to find the cause.
First of all, we try to use random initializations for the different matrices. The results are shown
in Table 2.2. We see that only when using random initialization for both W and H we can avoid
the rising loss. Therefore, we can conclude that the musically informed initialization seems to
cause the unexpected rise of the loss.
Our next step is to find the reason why the musically informed initialization causes the problem.
There are two possible sources: the areas initialized with zero and the positive areas. The areas
initialized by zero seem to be the cause as they are only produced by the informed initialization.
Therefore, we investigate the behavior of the loss curve when replacing the zero entries in the
initializations of W and H by positive values. To do so, we choose two options as a replacement
for the zeros: random values (uniformly distributed in the range between zero and one) and a
machine epsilon.
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Figure 2.24: Loss curves for different informed initializations of W and H, the red box indicates
the part of the curves plotted in Figure 2.25.

Figure 2.25: Rising loss for the replacement of zeros in the informed initialization by a machine
epsilon.
Replacement
Result

Machine epsilon
Rise

Random values
No rise

Table 2.3: Rising loss occurrences for different replacements of zeros in the informed initialization.
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Figure 2.24 shows the resulting loss curves for 300 iterations. The results are summarized in
Table 2.3. We can see that replacing the values of zero by a machine epsilon does not solve the
problem. In the beginning the loss curve behaves exactly like the curve for the original informed
initialization. After almost 100 iterations the algorithm increases some values close to zero to
higher positive numbers. Therefore, the loss curves start to differ after that point. However, the
loss curve for the replacement of zeros by a machine epsilon still experiences a rise of the loss at
around 100 iterations, as shown in Figure 2.25.
Replacing the zero entries by random values corresponds to no musically informed constraints
and avoids the rising loss problem completely. Therefore, we can conclude that the unexpected
rise of the loss function is caused by values in the initialization which are exactly zero or close to
zero. However, we can yet only give practical but no theoretical proof for this.
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Chapter 3

Nonnegative Autoencoders (NAEs)
Neural networks and other deep learning-based methods gained more and more importance in
signal processing and related fields throughout the recent years. This is also true for the area
of music information retrieval, where state-of-the-art solutions for many tasks, such as music
tagging [4], piano transcription [16] or chord recognition [22], are based on neural networks [3].
This chapter covers the core topic of this thesis, which is modeling the behavior of the NMF
algorithm explained in Chapter 2 as a neural network. Furthermore, we give extensions to the
previous work on this topic by Suárez in [30].
This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 3.1 we cover basics about neural networks and
explain the network structure used in this thesis. We subsequently discuss the application of these
networks to the music decomposition scenario in Section 3.2. We show our own contributions
to the topic in the remaining two sections. In Section 3.3 we derive multiplicative update rules
for the used Nonnegative Autoencoder (NAE) network and discuss the convergence of these
new update rules. Finally, we build upon these results in Section 3.4 and give ideas for the
initialization of the encoder weights.

3.1

Theoretic Foundations

This section covers the basic theory behind the networks we use in this thesis. We explain the
network components and how they are connected to NMF. Afterwards, we explain the topology
of the used network and discuss the training of the network.
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Figure 3.1: Structure of a FC network (from [2]).

3.1.1

Fully-Connected Neural Networks

One of the most basic layers applied in neural networks are fully-connected (FC) layers. They
convert a K1 -dimensional input vector x ∈ RK1 to a K2 -dimensional output vector y ∈ RK2 .
To do so, they use a linear transformation defined by a weight matrix W ∈ RK2 ×K1 and a bias
vector b ∈ RK2 . The mathematical definition is given by

y = W x + b.

(3.1)

This is often used to compress the input by choosing K2 < K1 . Therefore, we would in this case
intuitively want this type of layer to learn how to extract the essence of the input vector. By
stacking several of these layers together, we can build FC networks. The principle of FC networks
is also illustrated in Figure 3.1. We see that for each FC layer, there is a direct connection
between each pair of entries of input and output vector. FC networks typically consist of one
input and one output layer as well as several hidden layers in between them.
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Figure 3.2: ReLU activation function.

3.1.2

Activation Functions

FC layers are typically used in combination with activation functions by applying them pointwise
to the output of Equation (3.1). While the matrix multiplication is a linear operation, activation
functions are normally chosen to be nonlinear as the nonlinearity of neural networks is one of
the key factors for the performance of the network [17]. Therefore, the choice of activation is
important. Some common choices are the sigmoid, the TanH or the ReLU activation function [27].
In this thesis, we choose the ReLU activation function, which is defined by:

x
ReLU(x) =
0

if x ≥ 0

(3.2)

otherwise

This function is also plotted in Figure 3.2. It can be seen that the nonlinearity for this layer is
caused by the elimination of negative values by replacing them with zero. Nonnegative inputs
however are unaffected by the ReLU function. In this thesis, we denote activation functions by
g(x).
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Figure 3.3: Exemplary autoencoder structure (from [31]).

3.1.3

Autoencoders

Autoencoders are a special kind of neural network. Unlike networks for classification problems,
the goal of autoencoders is not to output an estimation of class probabilities but to reconstruct
the input of the network. To do so, the network usually consists of two subnetworks, as illustrated
in Figure 3.3. The first one is the encoder, which typically tries to compress the input to a
lower-dimensional representation. The second one is the decoder, which is often a mirrored version
of the encoder and tries to reconstruct the original input from the compressed representation
extracted by the encoder.

3.1.4

Nonnegativity Constraints

The idea to use neural networks for nonnegative audio models was introduced by Samargdis et al.
in [28]. They introduce nonnegativity constraints into the network by using the ReLU function
(3.2) as the activation function for the network. In our case, this would mean that the activation
functions of encoder and decoder would be chosen to be gE (x) = gD (x) = ReLU(x). By doing so,
we ensure that the intermediate representations and the output of the network are nonnegative,
because the ReLU function eliminates negative values by replacing them by zero. Therefore, the
weights and the input of the network could also contain negative entries as the ReLU activation
functions would still avoid negative outputs of the FC layers. This is the reason why the network
is called nonnegative autoencoder.
As our goal is to model the NMF algorithm with the autoencoder network, we constrain all
inputs and weights of the network in this thesis to be nonnegative as well. The input is ensured
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to be nonnegative as we use magnitude spectrogram frames for the network input. The weights
of the network need to be constrained to be nonnegative after each update step. This can be
done by applying the ReLU function to them after calculating the updated values:



(`+1) +

WD/E



(`+1)
= ReLU WD/E

(3.3)

This can also be seen as a projected gradient method [20]. The embedding representation and
output of the network would already be nonnegative due to the used ReLU activation functions as
explained above. However, when constraining the network weights WE and WD to be nonnegative
as well and only using nonnegative inputs, we do not need to apply the ReLU function anymore.
As the results of the matrix products will already be nonnegative themselves, the application of
the ReLU function would not have any effect. Therefore, we can omit the activation function
and set gE (x) = gD (x) = x instead for the remainder of this thesis.

3.1.5

Structured Dropout

In order to be able to further control and constrain the embedding representation of autoencoders,
Ewert et al. introduced the structured dropout layer in [10]. Dropout layers are typically used
to regularize networks in order to avoid overfitting [29]. This is done by randomly switching off
neurons during the training process. Structured dropout however does not randomly switch off
neurons but instead uses prior knowledge to selectively eliminate undesired activations. We do
this by applying a binary mask to the embedding space vector.
In our scenario, we apply a structured dropout layer on the activation vector estimated by the
encoder:

h0 = m h

h.

(3.4)

0
R
Vectors h ∈ RR
≥0 and h ∈ R≥0 denote the output of the encoder and the input for the decoder,

respectively. The binary masking vector mh ∈ {0, 1}R is created using annotation information,
similar to the activation constraints in NMF. To be more specific, the mask mh is the column of
the initialization matrix H (0) from NMF which corresponds to the current time frame.
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Figure 3.4: Structure of the NAE network. Vectors and matrices are denoted by boxes with
lower and upper case letters, respectively. Weights are denoted by orange boxes and activation
functions by boxes with two round corners. FC layers are denoted by dotted lines and the order
of operations by arrows. Pointwise multiplications are denoted by the symbol.

3.1.6

NAE Network Structure

In this section, we explain the structure of the used NAE network. We show the different
computations in matrix notation and also discuss the imposing of constraints on the weight
matrices. An overview of the network topology can be seen in Figure 3.4. It is an autoencoder
K
network, where the input v ∈ RK
≥0 and output v̂ ∈ R≥0 are both magnitude spectrogram frames

consisting of K frequency bins. The encoder and decoder both consist of a combination of a FC
layer and an activation function. Between the encoder and the decoder, we apply a structured
dropout layer to the intermediate representation h ∈ RR
≥0 , where R is the dimensionality of
the compressed representation. Furthermore, we impose nonnegativity and musically informed
constraints on the weights of the FC layers after updating them. We will discuss the different
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components in more detail in the following.
For the remainder of this thesis, we will give the computations regarding the network in matrix
notation. This means that we do not input one spectrogram frame v at a time but instead stack
various of them together which yields the complete spectrogram V ∈ RK×N
≥0 . In the encoder layer
we then compress the K-dimensional frequency representation for each frame to a R-dimensional
one by using a FC layer. We do not use bias vectors for the FC layers of this thesis in order
to make our model more comparable to NMF. As mentioned in Section 3.1.4, we set gE (x) = x.
Therefore, the output of the encoder is given by

H = WE V,

(3.5)

where WE ∈ RR×K
is the weight matrix of the encoder layer and H ∈ RR×N
the embedding
≥0
≥0
representation computed by the encoder. Afterwards, we apply a structured dropout layer to the
output of the encoder in order to eliminate undesired activations. The input for the decoder is
therefore given by

H0 = H

MH ,

(3.6)

where MH ∈ {0, 1}R×N is the binary mask for the dropout layer. As explained in Section 3.1.5,
the column for one frame in this mask is simply given by the corresponding frame in the activation
matrix initialization H (0) in NMF. Therefore, the complete mask for the structured dropout
layer is given by MH = H (0) . By pointwise application of this mask, we compute the input H 0
for the decoder.
In the decoder, we once again use no bias vector and set gD (x) = x. Therefore, the output of the
decoder is given by

V̂ = WD H 0 ,

(3.7)

where WD ∈ RK×R
is the weight matrix of the decoder layer and V̂ ∈ RK×N
the approximation
≥0
≥0
of the input spectrogram. When looking at the computation of the approximation V̂ , we see that
it is very similar to the NMF-based approximation in (2.3). The weight matrix WD serves as the
template matrix and the embedding representation H 0 as the activation matrix. Therefore, the
only bigger difference between the NAE and NMF is that we do not directly learn the activations
but instead train the encoder to extract them from the spectrogram frames in V .
This typically results in a smaller number of parameters for the NAE compared to NMF. The
decoder of the NAE and the template matrix in NMF are both of size K × R. The encoder
matrix however is of size R × K opposed to the size R × N of the activation matrix in NMF. For
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longer examples, which are typically of size N > K, this means that the NAE has less trainable
parameters because the number of parameters does not directly depend on the number of time
frames N . This is the case because we do not train individual parameters for each time frame.
A smaller number of parameters for the NAE means on the one hand less parameters to train
but on the other hand also less complexity of the model, typically resulting in a higher final loss
value.
As discussed in Section 3.1.4, we need to constrain the weights of the network to be nonnegative
after each update step. This is done by



(`+1) +

WD/E



(`+1)
= ReLU WD/E .

(3.8)

Furthermore, we also include a possibility to impose musically informed constraints on the
weights similar to the constraints for musically informed NMF. Our goal is to keep entries that
were initialized by zero to stay at this value. This is done similarly to the application of the
structured dropout layer:



(`+1) +
WD

0



(`+1) +
= WD

MW

(3.9)

As we see, we apply a binary mask MW ∈ {0, 1}K×R after imposing the nonnegativity constraints
on the network weights. We do this after each update step by pointwise multiplication. The
mask MW only contains a value of one for those entries, that were initialized by positive values.

3.1.7

Gradient Descent

In order to train the weights of our network, we again use the gradient descent algorithm with
the update rule

W (`+1) = W (`) − γ ·

∂L
.
∂W

(3.10)

As a loss function, we again use the squared Euclidean distance introduced in Chapter 2:

L(WE , WD ) = ||V − V̂ ||2 =

K X
N
X

(Vkn − V̂kn )2

(3.11)

k=1 n=1

=

K X
N
X
k=1 n=1
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From this, we see that when comparing the formulation of the loss function to the one for NMF
in (2.9), matrix WD takes the role of W in NMF and H 0 in the NAE structure takes the role of
H in NMF. Therefore, we can reuse the update rule from Equation (2.17) as the update rule for
the decoder by replacing the names of the matrices accordingly:
(`+1)

(`)

(`)

WD,kr = WD,kr − γkr ·



(`)

WD H 0 H 0>



− V H 0>
kr

 

(3.13)

kr

In order to calculate the gradient of the loss w.r.t. the encoder weights, we need to rewrite the
loss function in a more detailed way:

L(WE , WD ) =

=

=

K X
N
X

Vkn −

R
X

k=1 n=1

r=1

K X
N
X

R
X

Vkn −

k=1 n=1

r=1

K X
N
X

R
X

Vkn −

k=1 n=1

!2
0
WD,kr Hrn

(3.14)
!2

WD,kr MH,rn Hrn

WD,kr MH,rn

r=1

K
X

(3.15)
!2
WE,rm Vmn

(3.16)

m=1

From this formulation with an explicit dependence on the entries of WE , we can compute the
derivative w.r.t. one matrix entry WE,ρµ .
We first start with a simple step for the derivation of the gradient:

∂L
∂WE,ρµ

=
=

∂

PK PN
k=1

n=1 (Vkn

− V̂kn )2

∂WE,ρµ
K X
N
X

2(V̂kn − Vkn )

k=1 n=1

∂ V̂kn
∂WE,ρµ

(3.17)
(3.18)

Therefore, we need to calculate the derivative of one entry V̂kn in the output matrix w.r.t. one
entry in the encoder weight matrix:

∂ V̂kn
∂WE,ρµ

=

∂

PR

r=1 WD,kr MH,rn

PK

m=1 WE,rm Vmn

∂WE,ρµ
PK
∂ m=1 WE,ρm Vmn
= WD,kρ MH,ρn
∂WE,ρµ
= WD,kρ MH,ρn Vµn
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In (3.20), we use the fact that only the summand for r = ρ depends on WE,ρµ . For (3.21) we do
the same for m = µ.
Inserting the result from (3.21) into (3.18), we can do our final derivations:

∂L
∂WE,ρµ

=

K X
N
X

2(V̂kn − Vkn )WD,kρ MH,ρn Vµn

k=1 n=1
K X
N
X

= 2

K X
N
X

V̂kn WD,kρ MH,ρn Vµn − 2

k=1 n=1

= 2

N
X

MH,ρn Vµn

n=1

= 2

= 2

N
X

K
X

>
WD,ρk
V̂kn − 2

k=1
>
MH,ρn Vnµ

n=1
N 
X

WD> V̂



WD> V̂



MH



WD> V̂

ρn



n=1

= 2



ρn

Vkn WD,kρ MH,ρn Vµn

k=1 n=1
N
X

K
X

n=1

k=1

MH,ρn Vµn

N
X

>
WD,ρk
Vkn



>
MH,ρn Vnµ
WD> V

n=1

>
Vnµ
−2



MH V >



−2

(3.22)

N 
X

WD> V





n=1
ρµ

−2



WD> V

ρn



MH V >



(3.24)

(3.25)

ρn

MH

(3.23)

>
Vnµ

ρµ

(3.26)
(3.27)

In (3.24) we rearrange the sums and use the transpose WD> of the decoder matrix. Afterwards,
we use the transpose of matrix V and write parts of the equation in matrix notation in order to
derive (3.25). Finally, we rewrite further parts of the equation in matrix notation and arrive at
(3.26) and subsequently at (3.27). Note that we omit the factor of 2 in the following, similar as
we did in Section 2.1.2.
The gradient descent update rule for the encoder weights is therefore given by
(`+1)
WE,rk

=

(`)
WE,rk

−

(`)
γrk

·

 

−

(`)
WD> WD H 0



WD> V







MH V


MH V

>

>


rk




rk

(3.28)

.

Note that matrix H 0 is dependent on the iteration as it depends on WE . Furthermore, after the
application of the update rules (3.13) and (3.28) we have to project negative entries back to the
nonnegative space by setting them to zero. As mentioned in Section 3.1.6, this is done after each
update by application of the ReLU function:



(`+1) +

WD/E



(`+1)
= ReLU WD/E
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3.1.8

Optimizers

In deep learning, there are different popular choices for optimizers, which update the network
weights. The simplest choice is the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer, which directly
applies the gradient descent rules from Section 3.1.7. In the following, we cover this optimizer
and two other popular choices, namely the RMSprop and the Adam optimizer [21]. Furthermore,
we compare the convergence behavior of the loss curves for the different optimizers.

3.1.8.1

Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)

Assume we have calculated the gradient of the loss w.r.t. some weights W (`) ∈ RA×B we want to
update. A and B denote the size of the weight matrix. We denote the respective gradient by
g (`) ∈ RA×B . Then, the simple SGD update rule is given by
W (`+1) = W (`) − γ · g (`) ,

(3.30)

where γ ∈ R≥0 is a constant learning rate we have to choose. A popular choice to start with
is γ = 0.01. This optimizer is easy to implement but also has certain drawbacks due to its
simplicity. As the learning rate is not adaptable in the basic SGD optimizer, the model can not
adapt to changes of the required learning rate. For example, in the beginning of the training
process, we need a rather high learning rate but towards the end we may want to decrease it in
order to achieve a better refinement of the minimum. Furthermore, the fitting learning rate for
different entries of the weight matrix may differ.

3.1.8.2

RMSprop

One optimizer attempting to solve the problems we just mentioned is the RMSprop optimizer. It
introduces an individual scaling factor for each matrix entry, that adapts over time. We start
with a recursive average over the squared gradient:

r(`) = ρr(`−1) + (1 − ρ)g (`)

g (`)

(3.31)

The factor ρ ∈ [0, 1] controls the influence of new gradients on the average. Using this, we can
scale the update steps inversely to the recursive average of past gradients. We do this to solve
the problem of the SGD optimizer concerning the different sizes of gradients. If the gradient
w.r.t. one entry was very low in the recent past, we scale it by a higher value in order to still
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achieve big enough update steps and vice versa for higher gradients. This scaling results in the
update rule

W (`+1) = W (`) − √

γ
r(`)

g (`) ,

(3.32)

+ε

where we add a machine epsilon ε in the denominator in order to avoid division by zero. The
parameter γ again defines the learning rate. Typical parameter choices are ρ = 0.9 and γ = 0.001.

3.1.8.3

Adam

Another very popular choice is the Adam optimizer. Just like the RMSprop optimizer, it uses a
recursive average to scale the update steps:
r(`) = ρr(`−1) + (1 − ρ)g (`)

g (`)

(3.33)

Additionally, it uses momentum in order to make it harder for the update steps to quickly change
direction. The intuition behind this is that we try to use a similar direction as in previous epochs
for the update of the weights. This is inspired by physics where a moving mass tries to keep on
moving in the same direction. This is done by using a recursive average over past gradients:

v (`) = µv (`−1) + (1 − µ)g (`) ,

(3.34)

where µ ∈ [0, 1] is again a parameter to control the influence of new gradients. Furthermore,
Adam uses bias correction on r and v. By doing this, the estimates of the gradient and the
squared gradient become unbiased, which means their estimation error is zero in the mean. This
correcting is done according to

r̂(`) =

r(`)
1 − ρ`

(3.35)

v̂ (`) =

v (`)
.
1 − µ`

(3.36)

and
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Figure 3.5: Loss curves for three different optimizers.

Using these corrected averages, we update our weights according to

W (`+1) = W (`) − γ √

v̂ (`)
r̂(`) + ε

.

(3.37)

Once again, we have to set a learning rate γ and use ε to avoid division by zero. Popular
parameter choices are ρ = 0.999, µ = 0.9 and γ = 0.001.

3.1.8.4

Comparison

To conclude this section, we want to compare the convergence of the loss curve for the optimizers
we just introduced. We do this by applying the NAE to the running example. We initialize all
weights randomly and use no musically motivated constraints. For the parameter choices for the
different optimizers, we use the settings suggested in the respective sections and run the training
for 1000 epochs each.
The resulting curves are plotted in Figure 3.5. We see that the SGD optimizer shows a smaller
loss value in the beginning due to a steep drop of the loss during the first epochs. However, the
loss stagnates afterwards and only decreases slowly. After around 100 epochs, the other two
optimizers catch up to the SGD optimizer and show a faster convergence. The Adam optimizer
ends up at a loss value slightly below the SGD optimizer. The RMSprop optimizer however
achieves a loss significantly lower than the other two optimizers.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: NAE-based decomposition using random initialization: (a) Decoder initialization,
activation mask and input matrix V , (b) Resulting approximation.

3.2

Application to Music Decomposition

In this section, we talk about how we can use the methods introduced in Section 3.1 for our
scenario of music decomposition. We introduce musically informed constraints on the decoder
templates and the embedding activations similar to the ones in NMF. Afterwards, we show how
we can use the NAE framework to decompose piano recordings into separated signals for the left
and the right hand.
Analogously to NMF, we start by showing the resulting decomposition into embedding activations
and decoder templates in Figure 3.6. We choose the dimensionality of the embedding space R as
two times the number of occurring pitches, just as we did for the rank of NMF when introducing
onset models in Section 2.2.1.3. We train for 1000 epochs and use an SGD optimizer with a
learning rate of 0.01 for the encoder and 0.1 for the decoder. We choose different learning rates
for the encoder and the decoder as the practical experience from our experiments showed that
the decoder needs a higher learning rate in order to achieve the same degree of convergence as the
encoder after the same number of epochs. This may be caused by different orders of magnitude
of the gradient. However, we have no theoretical proof for this phenomenon. We enforce the
nonnegativity constraints by setting negative matrix entries to zero. When looking at the trained
decoder in Figure 3.6b we see that the templates given by the columns of the matrix look rather
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7: NAE-based decomposition using decoder constraints: (a) Decoder initialization,
activation mask and input matrix V , (b) Resulting approximation.

random and are not corresponding to any specific pitches. Therefore, we have a motivation to
impose musically motivated constraints on our network to make the decoder templates and the
embedding space more interpretable.

3.2.1

Decoder Constraints

The first constraints we introduce are template constraints for the decoder. Motivated by the
constraints introduced in Sections 2.2.1.1 and 2.2.1.3, we constrain our decoder matrix WD to
have the same structure as the template matrix W in the musically informed NMF scenario:
for each occurring pitch, we want to have one template for the onset and one template for the
harmonic component. Therefore, we initialize the weight matrix in the same way as we did for
the template matrix. In order to keep the entries initialized by zero to stay at that value, we
apply a binary mask MW as explained in Section 3.1.6.
Results for the decomposition using a musically informed decoder can be seen in Figure 3.7.
Apart from the constraints for the decoder, all parameters remain unchanged compared to the
random initialization in Figure 3.6. We see that we now mostly achieve the desired structures for
our decoder templates. The templates modeling the harmonic components as well as the ones for
the onsets are further refined. However, there are still two problems. First, the network can not
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8: NAE-based decomposition using decoder and activation constraints: (a) Decoder
initialization, activation mask and input matrix V , (b) Resulting approximation.
assign the different onset templates to one pitch each. For example, the onset template for MIDI
pitch 59 in Figure 3.7b is instead used to model the harmonic behavior of pitch 72. Therefore, it
also has undesired activations after six seconds and around ten seconds. Second, there are still
undesired activations that do not match the annotation. For example, the harmonic template for
MIDI pitch 71 shows some undesired activations before the two seconds time stamp.

3.2.2

Activation Constraints

In order to resolve the remaining problems after imposing musically informed constraints on
the decoder weights, we also impose constraints on the embedding activations of the network.
Our goal is to constrain matrix H 0 such that the activations match the score-based annotation,
similar to the constraints on the activation matrix in NMF. For this, we can use the structured
dropout layer introduced in Section 3.1.5. We can take estimated activations H produced by the
encoder and explicitly enforce some constraints when computing H 0 . For this, we can directly
use the initialization for the activation matrix in NMF as our binary mask MH as explained in
Section 3.1.6.
The resulting decomposition for musically constrained decoder and activations can be seen in
Figure 3.8. We see that the results now behave as desired and look similar to the NMF-based
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.9: Split activation matrices, reconstructed spectrograms and spectral masks for separation of left and right hand: (a) Left hand, (b) Right hand.
results in Figure 2.6. We see that the onset templates now look rather noise like, which solves
the problem with the onset template for pitch 59 in Figure 3.7b. Also the undesired activations
of the harmonic template for pitch 71 before the two seconds time stamp are eliminated.

3.2.3

NAE-based Audio Decomposition

Using this musically informed network, we can use the resulting decomposition to reconstruct
separated audio signals for the left and right hand of piano recordings. This is done similar to
the procedure introduced in Section 2.2.2. The weight matrix WD takes the role of the template
matrix W from NMF and the activation matrix H 0 takes the role of the activation matrix H from
NMF. The pipeline for the generation of the separated audio signals stays the same. The split
activation matrices, reconstructed spectrograms and soft-masks resulting from the application of
the musically informed NAE-based framework to the running example are shown in Figure 3.9.
We see that the results look similar to the ones using NMF shown in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 3.10: Loss curves for NMF with multiplicative and NAE with additive update rules.

3.3

Multiplicative Update Rules

One of the biggest drawbacks of the NAE-based audio decomposition compared to the NMF-based
one is the number of iterations necessary for a good convergence of the algorithm. This can
also be seen in Figure 3.10, where we compare NMF with multiplicative updates to the NAE
with additive updates using an SGD optimizer. We use the musically constrained versions of the
algorithms as explained in Sections 2.2 and 3.2. Furthermore, we use a learning rate of 0.01 for
the encoder and a learning rate of 0.1 for the decoder. We can see that even after 1000 iterations,
the autoencoder does not achieve a loss as low as the one for NMF after ten or at most 100
iterations. We therefore see that the NMF-based approach shows a higher convergence speed
than the NAE-based one. A possible reason for the higher loss could also be the possibly lower
number of parameters of the NAE-based approach as mentioned in Section 3.1.6. However, this
is not the case for this short running example. It only occurs for longer examples as we show in
Section 4.2. The better quality of the decomposition is also audible in the separation results,
where the leakage between components for the additive NAE after 1000 epochs is still stronger
than for NMF after 100 iterations. As the number of parameters is not the problem for this
short example, we can conclude that the multiplicative update rules cause the faster convergence
of the NMF-based approach.
As we saw in Section 2.3, the multiplicative update rules for NMF have the biggest contribution
to the fast convergence of the algorithm. Therefore, inspired by the derivations in [18], we derive
multiplicative update rules for the used NAE structure. Afterwards, we analyze the convergence
behavior of the new update rules compared to other approaches.
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We already showed in Section 3.1.7 that the decoder weight matrix WD mathematically takes
the same role as the template matrix W in the NMF framework. Therefore, we concluded we
could use the same gradient descent update rule as we use in NMF. The same can be done for
the multiplicative update rules. We set the learning rate for matrix WD to
(`)

(`)
γkr

WD,kr

=

(`)

WD H 0 H 0>

 .

(3.38)

kr

Inserting this into the gradient descent update equation
(`+1)

(`)

(`)

WD,kr = WD,kr − γkr ·



(`)

WD H 0 H 0>



 

− V H 0>
kr

kr

(3.39)

results in a multiplicative update rule for the decoder given by

(`+1)
WD,kr

=

(`)
WD,kr

V H 0>

·


kr

(`)

WD H 0 H 0>

 .

(3.40)

kr

Analogously following the corresponding steps for the encoder yields a learning rate of
(`)

(`)
γrk

WE,rk
= 
  ,

WD> WD H 0(`)
MH V >

(3.41)

rk

which in combination with the gradient descent update equation
(`+1)
WE,rk

=

(`)
WE,rk

−

(`)
γrk

·

 

−

WD> WD H 0



WD> V





MH V >
rk
 

MH V >
.

(`)



(3.42)

rk

yields the multiplicative update rule for the encoder:

(`+1)
WE,rk

=

(`)
WE,rk

· 

WD> V



WD> WD H 0(`)



MH V


>





MH V

rk

(3.43)

>

rk
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Algorithm: Multiplicative NAE (V ≈ WD H 0 )
Nonnegative matrix V of size K × N
Rank parameter R ∈ N
Activation mask MH ∈ {0, 1}R×N
Number of iterations L ∈ N
Output: Nonnegative decoder matrix WD of size K × R
Nonnegative activation matrix H 0 of size R × N
Input:

(0)

(0)

Procedure: Define nonnegative matrices WE and WD by some random or informed initialization. Furthermore set ` = 0. Apply the following update rules (written in matrix
notation):
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and WD = WD .

Table 3.1: Iterative algorithm for learning an NAE-based decomposition. The multiplicative
update rules are given in matrix notation, where the operator denotes pointwise multiplication
and the operator pointwise division.

The resulting algorithm using the multiplicative update rules is shown in Table 3.1. We use a
machine epsilon in the denominators to avoid division by zero.
These new update rules have the same advantages as the multiplicative update rules for NMF.
First, when initializing both weight matrices with nonnegative values, the multiplicative update
factor will always be nonnegative. Therefore, we implicitly guarantee that the nonnegativity
constraints are not violated. This means we do not have to additionally apply the ReLU function
to the network weights after updating them. Second, we can impose constraints similar to the
ones in NMF by intelligent initialization of the weights as an initialization by zero keeps the entry
fixed at zero for all iterations. This again saves the additional computation for the application of
the mask MW . In general, the additional computations related to the projected gradient descent
algorithm can be skipped completely. For the decoder the initialization can be done in the same
fashion as for the template matrix in NMF. Possibilities for the initialization of the encoder are
covered in Section 3.4. Last, the use of multiplicative update rules speeds up the convergence of
the network compared to additive updates. We will demonstrate this in the following.
In order to show the better convergence speed of the multiplicative update rules, we show a
comparison of the loss curve for our new algorithm with the curves from Figure 3.10 in Figure
3.11. We see that the multiplicative update rules speed up the convergence of the NAE such that
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Figure 3.11: Loss curves for NMF with multiplicative and NAE with additive and multiplicative
update rules.
(a)

(b)

Figure 3.12: NAE-based decomposition using multiplicative update rules: (a) Decoder initialization, activation mask and input matrix V , (b) Resulting approximation.

it shows similar behavior to NMF with multiplicative updates. After at most 100 epochs the
multiplicative NAE is already at a lower loss value than the additive version after 1000 epochs.
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Figure 3.13: Loss curves for different decomposition approaches.

Thus, the new update rules speed up the convergence of the network by a factor of roughly ten.
Interestingly, the NAE with multiplicative updates achieves roughly the same loss as NMF. As
mentioned before, this is only the case for shorter examples like our running example. For longer
examples, as the one in Section 4.2, the loss for the NAE is typically higher.
This better convergence of multiplicative updates can also be observed in the separated audio
signals. The quality of the results for the NAE after 100 epochs are similar to the ones for
NMF after 100 iterations. Furthermore, the amount of leakage is noticeably reduced when using
multiplicative rules and 100 epochs compared to additive rules and 1000 epochs. We also see in
the decomposition plotted in Figure 3.12 that the results are quite similar to the ones for NMF
shown in Figure 2.5b.
In order to further study the convergence behavior of the newly derived update rules, we show
and discuss various curves in the following. We plot these curves for five different approaches:
the three approaches from Figure 3.11 as well as one approach where we only use multiplicative
updates for the decoder and one where we only use them for the encoder. The other weight
matrix is updated using additive SGD update rules with the learning rates mentioned in the
beginning of this section.
We compare multiple curves for the different approaches: the loss curves as well as the Cauchy
errors for matrices WE , H 0 (H for NMF), WD (W for NMF) and V̂ . Note that we can not plot
any NMF-based counterpart for the Cauchy error of WE as there is no corresponding matrix in
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Figure 3.14: Cauchy errors for the encoder matrices of different decomposition approaches.

the NMF framework. We compute the Cauchy errors for the weight matrices after applying the
constraints. Therefore, the Cauchy error for the decoder is, for example, defined as

CWD (`) =




(`) +
WD

0
−




(`−1) +
WD

0
.

(3.44)

In Figure 3.13, we show the loss curves for the different approaches. We can see that out of all
NAE approaches, the one with solely multiplicative update rules shows the fastest convergence
speed. But also using multiplicative updates for only one of the weight matrices speeds up the
convergence compared to the purely additive NAE. The multiplicative updates for the decoder
seem to have a stronger effect on the loss curve compared to the ones for the encoder. Interestingly,
the loss curves for the approaches where at least one of the matrices is updated using additive
update rules stagnate at a higher value than the approaches using only multiplicative update
rules even though the number of parameters is equal for all the NAE-based approaches.
Furthermore, we also plot the different Cauchy errors in Figures 3.14, 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17. We see
that the multiplicative updates for the encoder seem to cause fluctuations during the decrease
of the Cauchy error for matrix WE . This can be seen at the curve for the multiplicative NAE
between epochs 20 and 100 in Figure 3.14. However, these fluctuations are less prominent in
the corresponding Cauchy error curve for the activation matrix in Figure 3.15 and therefore
seem to be partly eliminated by the structured dropout layer. Apart from that, all the Cauchy
errors show mostly monotonously decreasing behavior. Note that the differences in orders of
magnitude are caused because we use no normalization during the training. The differences
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Figure 3.15: Cauchy errors for the activation matrices of different decomposition approaches.

Figure 3.16: Cauchy errors for the template matrices of different decomposition approaches.

occurring between the curves for WE , and therefore also between the ones for H 0 , are exactly
reversed between the curves for WD in Figure 3.16. These differences do not occur between the
curves for matrix V̂ in Figure 3.17, as it is not affected by normalization of the factors.
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Figure 3.17: Cauchy errors for the approximation matrices of different decomposition approaches.

3.4

Encoder Initialization

Building upon the multiplicative update rules for the NAE structure, we cover various possibilities for the initialization of the encoder matrix. These different initializations result in
different implicitly stated constraints on the encoder weights. Furthermore, we also compare
the convergence behavior of the loss function for different encoder initializations. For all of the
results in this section, we use the NAE with multiplicative update rules and musically informed
constraints for the activations and the decoder weights. We train the networks for 100 epochs.

3.4.1

Random Initialization

The easiest and most uninformed initialization is the one by random values. By using this
approach, we do not impose any constraints on the encoder weights and introduce no musical
information into the encoder network. The initialization of the encoder weights and the resulting
weights after training are shown in Figure 3.18. We use musically informed constraints on the
decoder and the activations. We see that the encoder mostly focuses on the lower frequency
range in order to extract the estimated activations for the different pitches. This makes sense as
the encoder can be seen as a transcriber, which attempts to estimate the activity of different
notes. Therefore, it focuses on the most dominant frequencies, which are the lower harmonics of
the pitch.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.18: Encoder results for random encoder initialization: (a) Encoder initialization, (b)
Learned encoder weights.
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3.4.2

Musically Informed Initialization

As we already mentioned, the encoder seems to focus on certain frequencies for transcribing
from spectrogram to activations. Thus, we could try to guide this into a direction, which we
can interpret well. One possibility to do so is to use a musically informed initialization for the
encoder as well. In the same fashion as for the decoder, we constrain the weights for the harmonic
components to only look at certain frequencies. To do so, we can simply take the transpose of
the decoder initialization as the initial values for the decoder weights.
The corresponding results are illustrated in Figure 3.19. We can once again see the desired
harmonic structure in the initialization. The learned weights however look very similar to the
ones for random initialization in Figure 3.18b. This could mean that the musically informed
constraints on the decoder and the activations already guide the optimization towards a solution
where the encoder shows musically motivated behavior even without using musically informed
encoder initialization.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.19: Encoder results for musically informed encoder initialization: (a) Encoder initialization, (b) Learned encoder weights.
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3.4.3

Higher Harmonics

We just saw that also for the musically informed initialization, the encoder still focuses on the
lower harmonics. Therefore, an alternative could be to further constrain the encoder such that it
can only use higher harmonics. This can, due to the multiplicative updates, be done by setting
areas in the rows for harmonic templates to zero. We choose a minimum harmonic and set the
frequency areas for all harmonics below it to zero. This could be of advantage as the resolution
w.r.t. the logarithmic frequency axis increases for higher frequencies.
The resulting initialization and learned weights for the encoder are shown for the exemplary case
of choosing the fifth harmonic as the minimum harmonic in Figure 3.20. We see that there are
significantly more components visible in the higher frequency ranges than for the cases before.
This is what we expected, as the encoder can no longer focus on the more dominant lower
harmonics.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.20: Encoder results for musically informed encoder initialization with a minimum
harmonic of five: (a) Encoder initialization, (b) Learned encoder weights.
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Figure 3.21: Loss curves for musically informed encoder initialization with different numbers of
minimum harmonics.
We compare the loss curves for different numbers of minimum harmonics in Figure 3.21. It
becomes clear that choosing higher numbers for the minimum harmonic results in higher loss
values. This can be explained by the fact that setting more areas to zero means more constraints
for the encoder.

3.4.4

Initialization Comparison

We sum up the results for encoder initialization by comparing the loss curves for three approaches
in Figure 3.22. We compare random initialization from Section 3.4.1, musically informed
initialization from Section 3.4.2 and the initialization using higher harmonics from Section 3.4.3,
where we use the fifth harmonic as the minimum harmonic. We can see that the random and the
musically informed initialization yield very similar loss curves. While the loss for the informed
initialization decreases faster in the beginning, the random initialization achieves a lower loss
value at the end of the training. The stronger constraints resulting from the initialization using
only higher harmonics naturally yield a higher loss value.
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Figure 3.22: Loss curves for different encoder initializations.
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Chapter 4

Experiments
In Chapters 2 and 3, we introduced different techniques for decomposition of music recordings.
So far, we have only evaluated these techniques on a short running example. Therefore, we
cover the application to a bigger dataset in this chapter. First, we introduce the used dataset in
Section 4.1. Afterwards, we discuss the results for the application of various approaches on this
dataset in Section 4.2. Finally, we cover Jupyter notebooks with audio examples in Section 4.3.

4.1

Dataset

The application scenario for this thesis is the decomposition of piano recordings into the signals
for the left and the right hand as explained in Section 2.2. Therefore, we need a dataset with
recordings of solo piano performances. Furthermore, we also need annotation data for the audio
files containing information about the assignment of note events to one of the two hands.
Big parts of this thesis are inspired by the work about musically informed NMF for source
separation by Ewert et al. in [9]. Their work also covers the task of the separation of the left and
the right hand of piano recordings. Therefore, we use the dataset used for the demonstration
of their results as an exemplary dataset for the experiments with our methods. The dataset
contains recordings of live performances of classical solo piano pieces by different performers
as well as the corresponding annotations. There are eight recordings, each of them being the
performance of a different song with an average length of around four minutes and a total length
of the complete dataset of roughly 30 minutes. We give an overview over the different examples
together with their tags for further reference in Table 4.1. Note that we have nine examples in
our dataset as we treat the short running example as a separate one. Furthermore, note that
some of the performers’ names are anonymized because the corresponding examples are part of
the Saarland Music Data (SMD) dataset [25], which only contains anonymous performers named
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Tag
CH04B
CH04
BA01
BE31
BE11
CH01
CH15
CH64
CH66

Composer
Chopin
Chopin
Bach
Beethoven
Beethoven
Chopin
Chopin
Chopin
Chopin

Piece
Beginning of Op. 28, No. 4 (Running example)
Op. 28, No. 4
BWV 875
Op. 31 No. 2
Op. 111, No. 1
Op. 28, No. 1
Op. 28, No. 15
Op. 64, No. 1
Op. 66

Performer
SMD-003
SMD-003
SMD-002
SMD-002
E. Petri
SMD-003
SMD-006
D. Lipatti
SMD-006

Table 4.1: Examples in the used piano dataset.

by a three digit number. We therefore give these performers names of the form SMD-nnn, where
nnn denotes the number assigned to the performer in the SMD dataset.

4.2

NMF and NAE Experiments

In the previous chapters, we only applied our methods to a small running example. However,
one of the advantages of the NAE compared to NMF lies in the processing of longer examples as
mentioned in Section 3.1. The number of parameters for the NAE structure is given by 2 · K · R,
where K is again the number of frequency bins and R the number of templates. Therefore, the
number of parameters does not directly depend on the number of time frames N . For NMF
on the other hand, the number of parameters is given by K · R + R · N , which means that the
number of parameters directly increases when using longer examples. As the number of pitches,
and therefore the number of templates R, typically increases when the piece is longer, the number
of parameters for the NAE structure can still be considered indirectly dependent on the length
of the example. But still, the number of parameters for NMF increases way more drastically for
increasing values of N . Furthermore, there is an upper bound of 2 · 88 for R as there are only 88
keys on a piano.
So far, we have only considered a separated processing of the dataset examples, where the NMF
and NAE algorithms were applied to each example individually. In this section, we show results
where we process all examples of the dataset jointly. To do so, we concatenate them along
the time axis and apply the algorithms on this one long example. To begin with, we show
the loss curves for various musically informed approaches in Figure 4.1. We show NMF with
multiplicative updates and NAEs with different update rules. We use additive updates using two
different approaches. On the one hand we use our own approach using the SGD optimizer with
individual learning rates for the weight matrices. On the other hand we also use the approach
by Suárez [30]. This approach uses the RMSprop optimizer with the parameters proposed in
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Figure 4.1: Loss curves for different decomposition approaches using the whole dataset.
Section 3.1.8.2. Furthermore, we also show the results for the NAE with multiplicative update
rules. We can see that the multiplicative update rules for the NAE structure once again speed
up the convergence rate and enable the algorithm to converge as fast as the NMF algorithm with
multiplicative updates. However, the final loss value for the NAE-based approaches is higher
than the one for NMF. This can be explained by the fact that NMF has a higher number of
parameters for longer examples. In this example, NMF has 3 · 106 parameters compared to
3 · 105 parameters for the NAE structure. Therefore, the NMF model is more complex and can
achieve a lower loss value for the approximation. We can also see that the curve for the SGD
optimizer does not seem to have fully converged yet. Furthermore, the approach by Suárez shows
an interesting behavior caused by the RMSprop optimizer: in the beginning, the loss curve is
quite flat but once the loss starts to decrease more steeply it overtakes the curve for the SGD
optimizer. At the end, both additive NAE optimizers achieve the same loss but do not seem to
be fully converged. Note that the curve for the approach by Suárez starts later and at a lower
loss value than the other NAE approaches because this approach is the only one implemented in
Keras [5], which results in some slight differences regarding the implementation of the loss value
computation.
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Figure 4.2: Cauchy errors for the encoder matrices of different decomposition approaches using
the whole dataset.

Figure 4.3: Cauchy errors for the activation matrices of different decomposition approaches using
the whole dataset.

Furthermore, we also show the according Cauchy errors in Figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. We see
that the behavior of the curves for the approaches compared in Section 3.3 is mostly similar to
the behavior of the corresponding curves shown in Figures 3.14 to 3.17. The curve for the NAE
with multiplicative updates once again shows some oscillations and rises of the Cauchy error for
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Figure 4.4: Cauchy errors for the template matrices of different decomposition approaches using
the whole dataset.

Figure 4.5: Cauchy errors for the approximation matrices of different decomposition approaches
using the whole dataset.

matrix WE in Figure 4.2, which are not visible for matrix H 0 in Figure 4.3 after the structured
dropout. Apart from this, all Cauchy error curves seem to be decreasing except for the approach
by Suárez, which uses the RMSprop optimizer. Each of the Cauchy error curves for this approach
only shows a very slow decay of the Cauchy error compared to the other approaches. Furthermore,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: NMF-based audio decomposition results for the running example using joint processing
of all examples: (a) Initializations and input matrix V , (b) Resulting decomposition.

each of the Cauchy errors for the approach by Suárez seems to stagnate at a relatively high level
after around 200 epochs. This can especially be seen in Figure 4.5. Interestingly, this stagnation
occurs shortly after sharp drop of the loss in Figure 4.1. This behavior seems to be caused by
the RMSprop optimizer as this is the only difference for the approach by Suárez and also occurs
for a separated processing of the examples.
After discussing the different curves describing the convergence behavior, we also show the
resulting decompositions for the running example for the various approaches in Figures 4.6 and
4.7. To do so, we take the result of the jointly processed dataset and reverse the concatenation
by corresponding splitting along the time axis. Furthermore, we only plot the templates and
activations for the pitches which are active in the example. We can see some problems in the
resulting approximations of V , where one of the most dominant pitches in the approximations
of V at around 500 Hz and 5.5 seconds seems to be oscillating in Figures 4.6b, 4.7b and 4.7d.
This is probably caused by the bigger number of examples in the dataset as it does not occur for
NMF in Figure 2.6b or for the NAE with multiplicative updates in 3.12b. As we process various
performances at once, the pitch models have to model different piano models and quite possibly
also different tunings by just one frequency model. As one could expect, this leads to some
problems and would probably not occur for datasets containing only examples from the same
piano model and tuning. One example for a problem caused by different tunings can be seen
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.7: NAE-based audio decomposition results for the running example using joint processing
of all examples: (a) Decoder initialization, activation mask and input matrix V , (b) Resulting
decomposition using the approach by Suárez, (c) Resulting decomposition using additive updates
with individual learning rates for encoder and decoder, (d) Resulting decomposition using
multiplicative updates.
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for the decoder templates in Figure 4.7c. When looking at the third harmonic in the harmonic
template for MIDI pitch 54, we see that there are two frequency bins with higher positive values.
However, we would only expect one dominant frequency bin for the harmonic.
When comparing the results for the NAE with multiplicative updates in Figure 4.7d with the
ones for separate processing of the examples in Figure 3.12b, we see that the most significant
difference can be seen in the decoder templates for the onsets. The results when using the
complete dataset jointly are more sparse compared to the ones when processing the running
example alone. The same can be seen when comparing Figures 4.6b and 2.6b for NMF. Therefore,
the usage of a bigger dataset seems to have a regularizing effect on the onset templates that
makes the frequency representations more sparse.
When comparing the results for the different approaches using the whole dataset, we see that the
results for NMF in Figure 4.6b and for the NAE with multiplicative updates in Figure 4.7d look
very similar. The approach by Suárez in Figure 4.7b seems to experience some problems as the
onset templates for MIDI pitches 63 and 72 are still roughly constant along the frequency axis
and therefore look more similar to the initialization in Figure 4.7a than we would expect and
desire. Overall, we can conclude that the results for the NAE with multiplicative update rules
look the best among all NAE approaches in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.8: Layout of the provided Jupyter notebooks.

4.3

Jupyter Notebooks

As one of the best ways to evaluate the quality of the decomposition results is listening to
the separated audio signals for the left and the right hand, we also provide Jupyter notebooks
accompanying this thesis. We provide three notebooks containing the separation results for the
whole dataset and various approaches. The structure of these notebooks can be seen in Figure
4.8. One cell contains the result for one combination of example and approach. In this cell we
provide the mono audio signals for the left and the right hand individually as well as a stereo
signal with the signals for both hands stored in the corresponding channels.
The approaches contained in each notebook are summarized in Table 4.2. We provide two
notebooks with separate processing of the individual examples without concatenation of all
examples along the time axis. The first one contains NMF-based results, namely the ones by
Ewert [9] and the ones recreated by us. Furthermore, it contains results for the NAE-based
approaches using additive updates: on the one hand the approach by Suárez [30] and on the
other hand our own approach. Additionally, it also contains our NAE-based results using the
multiplicative update rules. The second one contains some alternative approaches. These are
the NAE-based approaches using a mix of additive and multiplicative update rules. The last
notebook provides results for the approaches from the first notebook (apart from the results by
Ewert), but with a joint processing of all examples at once. We use a training time of 100 epochs
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Notebook name
audio_demo.ipynb

Processing
Separate

audio_demo_alternatives.ipynb

Separate

audio_demo_allAtOnce.ipynb

Joint

Approaches
Mult. NMF, Ewert
Mult. NMF, Own
Add. NAE, Suárez
Add. NAE, Own
Mult. NAE
NAE, mult. decoder
NAE, mult. encoder
Mult. NMF, Own
Add. NAE, Suárez
Add. NAE, Own
Mult. NAE

Table 4.2: Contents of the different Jupyter notebooks.
for the NMF-based results and for the NAE-based results with multiplicative updates. For the
remaining NAE-based approaches we use 1000 epochs.
When listening to the results for separate processing of the examples, we can make various
observations. First, our NMF-based results for the separate processing of the examples achieve
results very similar to the ones by Ewert. Second, the NAE-based approach with multiplicative
update rules achieves results comparable to the NMF-based ones. Third, the NAE-based results
with additive updates for one or both of the weight matrices achieve worse results with noticeably
more leakage. Thus, the NAE with multiplicative updates achieves the best results among all
NAE-based approaches even though it is only trained for 100 instead of 1000 epochs.
When listening to the results for joint processing of all examples, we can observe a severe
degradation in quality for the separated audio signals. This is consistent for all approaches. For
the running example, the effect of leakage from the right hand signal to the left hand one is more
prominent. For many of the other examples, there are undesired distortions and pauses in the
audio signals. Therefore, we can conclude that the joint processing of our complete dataset is
not suited for the investigated approaches. Reasons for this could be the differences in piano
models, tunings or possibly also recording devices and quality.
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Conclusions
In this thesis, we covered the task of music decomposition. To do so, we used NMF- and
NAE-based approaches for audio decomposition. More specific, we dealt with the task of the
separation of the left and the right hand for piano recordings. We introduced NMF with
multiplicative update rules and showed how we can use musically informed approaches to use it
for music decomposition. Furthermore, we studied the convergence behavior of different NMF
approaches. From this, we concluded that the multiplicative updates and the musically informed
constraints speed up the convergence of the algorithm. The latter had the less significant impact.
Additionally, we also studied the practically occurring problem of the rising loss for multiplicative
NMF. We showed that the problem is caused by values of zero or close to zero in the initialization.
Afterwards, we introduced nonnegative autoencoders, which are neural networks with special
constraints. We furthermore introduced musical constraints for the network, such that the results
are comparable to the ones from NMF. As our biggest contribution, we derived multiplicative
update rules for the network weights, which result in a speed-up of the convergence speed by a
factor of ten. These multiplicative updates also enabled us to impose constraints on the network
weights through informed initialization instead of more complex projected gradient approaches.
Based on this, we compared various initialization approaches for the encoder weights resulting in
different constraints. Finally, we performed mass experiments with the introduced approaches
and provided additional Jupyter notebooks containing audio signals with the separation results.
The NAE-based approach using multiplicative updates yielded promising results compared to
other NAE-based approaches. We saw some problems regarding the decomposition and the
separation quality for all approaches when processing all examples of the dataset at once, possibly
caused by the diversity of the different piano models and tunings.
There are various directions for future work on this topic. As we only used the squared Euclidean
distance as a loss function, one could instead use other popular choices as the Kullback-Leibler
or the Itakura-Saito divergence and study the effect of different choices for the loss function.
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Another point could be the complexity of the network. Opposed to the rather shallow and mostly
linear networks we used in this thesis, one could use deeper networks with more layers or different
activation functions as they could boost the performance of the network. Additionally, one could
then try to derive multiplicative updates for these network structures, similar to our derivations.
Furthermore, one could investigate convolutional or recurrent networks as they are also able
to model dependencies between subsequent time frames. The input representation could be an
important point as well. One could use other frequency representations such as the constant-Q
transform instead of the STFT, experiment with the choice of parameters for the STFT or apply
different compression techniques such as log-compression to the input. Another topic to study
could be the relationship between encoder and decoder weights of the network, from which one
could derive additional constraints for the weights. Finally, one could apply the approaches
introduced in this thesis to other datasets. These could, e. g., either be piano datasets only
containing data from one piano model or datasets with other instruments or mixtures of them.
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Appendix A

Source Code
In this chapter, the headers of selected functions created during the writing of this thesis are
reproduced. The headers contain information about the name of the described function and its
input/output behavior.
We cover our implementation of the NMF algorithm as well as two different implementations of
the NAE. Implementations were done in Python using LibROSA [23], NumPy [14] and Keras [5].
We also use the libraries LibFMP (part of the FMP notebooks [26]) and LibAE. The latter is a
product of the thesis by Suárez [30].
Additionally, we also provide notebooks containing examples for the usage of the functions
mentioned in the following.
def NMF_methods(V, R, L=1000, W=None, H=None, updates_mult=True, norm=False, use_epsilon=True,
learning_rate=0.0001, step_thresh=(0.01, 0.001)):
"""NMF algorithm with Euclidean distance. (Based on LibFMP code)
Parameters
----------V : array-like
Nonnegative matrix of size K x N
R : int
Rank parameter
L : int
Number of iterations
W : array-like
Nonnegative matrix of size K x R used for initialization
H : array-like
Nonnegative matrix of size R x N used for initialization
updates_mult : bool
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When True, uses multiplicative updates for H and W
norm : bool
When True, applies max-normalization of columns of final W
use_epsilon : bool
When True, adds machine epsilon in denominator
learning_rate : float > 0
Learning rate for additive updates
step_thresh : array-like
Thresholds to check for update steps
Returns
------W : array-like
Nonnegative matrix of size K x R
H : array-like
Nonnegative matrix of size R x N
V_approx : array-like
Nonnegative matrix W*H of size K x N
V_approx_err : float
Error between V and V_approx
H_W_error : array-like
History of errors of subsequent H and W matrices
loss_values : array-like
History of squared Euclidean distance loss values
H_W_learning_rates : array-like
History of learning rates for H and W
H_W_grad_sign_changes : array-like
History of update sign changes of subsequent H and W matrices
H_W_grad_above : array-like
History of updates above given thresholds of subsequent H and W matrices
V_error : array-like
History of errors of subsequent V_approx errors
"""

def dropout_autoencoder(V, R, T_W=None, T_H=None, nn=False, temp_const=False, act_const=False,
l2_reg=0., loss_function=custom_loss, activation=’relu’, epochs=1000,
W_D_init=None, W_E_init=None, optimizer=’rmsprop’, learning_rate=0.001,
compute_cauchy=True, save_checkpoints=False):
"""Shallow autoencoder with structured dropout layer (based on code by Suárez), following the proposed
architecture in [1].
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References
---------[1] S. Ewert and M. B. Sandler,Structured dropout for weak label and multi-instance
learning and its application to score-informed source separation, in Proceedings of the
IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing (ICASSP),
New Orleans, LA, USA, 2017,pp. 2277{2281.
Parameters
---------V: array-like
Input matrix (typically a magnitude spectrogram of dimension K x M)
R : int
Code dimension, indicates the rank of the code matrix.
T_W: array-like
Score informed template matrix from NMF
T_H: array-like
score informed activation matrix from NMF
nn: bool
When True, constrains the decoder weight matrix to be non-negative
temp_const: bool
When True, enables the use of informed constraints in the decoder matrix
act_const: bool
When True, enables the structured dropout layer
l2_reg: float >= 0
L2 regularizer parameter for the encoder output, following the implementation in [1].
loss_function: function or class
The loss function used to train the autoencoder.
activation: str
A Keras activation function used in the encoder and decoder layers.
epochs: int
Number of epochs for training.
W_D_init: array_like
Initialization matrix for decoder weights
W_E_init: array-like
Initialization matrix for encoder weights
optimizer: str
Optimizer to be used for the network
learning_rate: float >= 0
Learning rate for the opimizer
compute_cauchy: bool
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When True, calculates Cauchy errors for the different matrices
save_checkpoints: bool
When True, saves and keeps model checkpoints after each epoch
Returns
------V_hat: array-like
Low-rank approximation matrix
W_D: array-like
Learned decoder weight matrix
W_E: array-like
Learned encoder weight matrix
H: array-like
Learned code matrix
history: array-like
A keras-generated vector, with the computation of the loss and mean squared error (MSE)
of the autoencoder at each epoch.
W_E_error: array-like
History of errors of subsequent W_E matrices
H_W_error: array-like
History of errors of subsequent H and W_D matrices
V_hat_error: array-like
History of errors of subsequent V_hat matrices
"""

def nae_multiplicative_update(V, R, num_epochs, W_E_init=None, W_D_init=None, H_const=None, mult_enc=True,
mult_dec=True, learning_rates=[0.01, 0.1]):
"""Shallow autoencoder with structured dropout layer, own implementation including multiplicative
updates.
Parameters
---------V: array-like
Input matrix (typically a magnitude spectrogram of dimension K x N)
R : int
Code dimension, indicates the rank of the code matrix.
num_epochs: int
Number of epochs for training.
W_E_init: array_like
Initialization matrix for encoder weights, zero entries are constrained to stay zero
W_D_init: array-like
Initialization matrix for decoder weights, zero entries are constrained to stay zero
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H_const: array-like
Constraints for the activations, given as the binary mask for the structured dropout layer
mult_enc: bool
When True, enables multiplicative updates for the encoder
mult_dec: bool
When True, enables multiplicative updates for the decoder
learning_rates: array-like
List or array of length 2, containing individual learning rates for encoder and decoder
for additive updates
Returns
------V_hat: array-like
Low-rank approximation matrix
W_E: array-like
Learned encoder weight matrix
W_D: array-like
Learned decoder weight matrix
H_masked: array-like
Learned code matrix
losses: array-like
History of squared Euclidean distance loss values
cauchy_errors_W: array-like
History of errors of subsequent W_E and W_D matrices
cauchy_error_H: array-like
History of errors of subsequent H matrices
cauchy_error_V: array-like
History of errors of subsequent V_hat matrices
"""
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